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Christmas has come and 

gone and once again we 

had a great time 

celebrating the Holiday 

Season together.  We 
would like to thank 

every family for the 

gifts given to replenish 

the toys and supplies we 

use throughout the 

year.  The food, lunches 

and the goodies families 

provided during the 

Holiday Season was so 

good and very much 

appreciated. 

Thank You All So 

Much For Your 

Patronage in 2013! 

The Nannies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VALENTINES VALENTINES VALENTINES VALENTINES 

PARTYPARTYPARTYPARTY    

We will be having 

our Valentine’s Party Valentine’s Party Valentine’s Party Valentine’s Party 

FriFriFriFriday February 14, day February 14, day February 14, day February 14, 

2012012012014444.... With this in 

mind we ask that 

you have your child 

“sign” the back of 

their cards they plan 

to exchange. This 

really works out well 

and decreases the 

amount of confusion 

for the children and 

teachers. Many 

parents ask if they 

can bring treats 

during the party 

and the answer is 

“yes” as long as it is 

“prepackaged.” As we 

get closer to 

Valentine’s Day, ask 

your teacher for the 

number of playmates 

your child has in 

their room.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

A Faltering First Step 

The exer-saucer baby play 

gym seems ideal for busy 

parents. With suspended 

seats and trays full of toys 

at tots fingertips, the Exer-

saucer and similar 

“stationary activity centers” 

keep kids amused and out 

of trouble. New mothers 

swear by them,  saying they 

couldn’t go to the 

bathroom without it. More 

than a million children use 

them happily! But some 

doctors and physical 

therapists are starting to 

warn that these devices, if 

overused, can foster bad 

posture and weaken back 

and stomach muscles. Even 

delay walking.  So far the 

evidence is largely 

anecdote, and 

manufacturers defend the 

saucers as safe, especially if 

they’re not used for long 

stretches. Kids can “develop 

some coordination as 

they’re turning and 

bouncing and rocking,” Amy 

Glosh, product manager for 

Evenflo, who says the 

company did not consult 

with doctors when it 

developed the Exer-saucer. 

However, she recommends 

that children be placed in 

them for no more than 20 

minutes per day.  

Saucers are essentially 

walkers without wheels.  In 

1992, the AMA 

unsuccessfully sought to 

ban walker, primarily 

because kids could tumble 

down stairs in them. With 

saucers, “you’ve gone from 

the most dangerous thing 

that people used to buy 

children” to a safer device, 

says Portland, Ore., 

pediatrician Robert A 

Mendelson, who uses 

saucers in his waiting room. 

But walkers turned out to 

have other problems, too: 

studies showed that they 

hinder some children’s 

walking skills and hurt their 

muscular and spinal 

development.  Now some 

experts worry that the 

stationary play center, 

which hasn’t yet been 

studied as thoroughly as 

walkers, may have the same 

drawbacks. “It sets up 

incorrect postural 

alignment,” says Chicago’s 

Mary Week of Children’s 

Memoraial Hospital, which 

recently worked on a pilot 

study of sacuers. Because 

saucers put very small kids 

upright before their muscles 

are ready, she says, “babies 

hyperextend their backs 

and they drop their stomach 

out forward, and they end 

up with sway-back.” When 

she treats teenagers 

suffering from back pain, 

Week says, she always asks 

what gear they had when 

they were very small. One 

response is almost 

unanimous: walkers.  

The critics argue that 

children learn more when 

they’re unfettered, because 

then they can test both 

their environment and their 

motor skills. Walkers and 

saucers, while freeing 

parents, limit kids. “it’s a 

selfish prop,” says Peter 

Gorski, director of 

developmental research at 

Massachusetts General 

Hospital in Boston. 

“Children learn very 

actively, so inhibiting their 

activity to some extent 

inhibits their learning 

abilities.” Small kids need 

supervised “tummy time” 

to develop back, neck, 

abdominal and buttock 

muscles. For this, a good, 

clean floor works just fine. 

It’s cheap, it’s safe and you 

can get down there with 

them.  

(Newsweek: by Karen Springen-June 1997) 

 



 

Tummy Time: 

The above article illustrates 

why infants need lots of 

tummy time every day to 

develop strong muscles and 

learn to move 

independently.  Early 

childhood physical therapist 

have recently been talking 

about babies achieving 

large motor skill at a later 

date than typical 

developmental tests due to 

the amount of time they 

spend sleeping and sitting in 

positions that totally 

support the child’s head and 

trunk. Specifically they have 

observed: Infants are not 

learning to roll, sit or stand 

as young as they used to. 

Some children may even be 

as much as six months 

behind in achieving these 

development milestones. 

Infants also seem fussier 

and do not learn to comfort 

themselves using 

independent movement 

unless they have a wake 

time on their tummies.  

To help infants reach their 

developmental milestones it 

is important for every infant 

in your care to have tummy 

time throughout the day. 

Make sure each child has 

the following opportunities 

and document these times 

in the child’s baby book.  

Keep in mind when having 

tummy time, a minimum of 

two three- minute sessions 

every morning and 

afternoon would be good. 

An infant should not be in 

an exersaucer more than 

twenty minutes in a day. 

This includes time the child 

is at home. Therefore, time 

in the exersaucers while at a 

Center or in home center 

should not be more than 

two sessions of five minutes 

maximum. Swings and 

bouncy seats should not be 

used for more than five 

minutes a session, and it is 

important to never let a 

child sleep in a swing or 

bouncy seat.  

(Newsweek: by Karen Springen-June 1997) 

 

 

 

 

Wow, it’s that time of year 

again! Ms. Vickie will have 

the yearend statements 

available for your tax 

purposes no later than 

January 31, 2014. For those 

of you who supplied us 

your e-mail address is 

receiving those now. Hard 

copies will be available for 

pick up at the front desk 

area. Those forms are 

alphabetized for your 

convenience. For those of 

you who only need our EIN 

number (Employer 

Identification Number) here 

it is:  

39393939----1905508.1905508.1905508.1905508.    

If you have any questions 

please let us know.   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spring Break for 

Southeast Polk school age 

children beings Friday 

March 17, 2014 through 

Friday March 21, 2014.  

 

Spring Break for Pleasant 

Hill school age children 

beings Friday March 14 – 

Friday March 21, 2014. 

Please watch the 

“Hornets” communication 



board for details 

regarding activities during 

the Spring Break! 

“Sign up sheets” will be 

posted for you to sign 

your child up to attend.  

Remember, if you sign 

your child up, we adjust 

our staffing and supplies 

accordingly. Therefore, 

payment will be expected 

if you sign your child up to 

attend! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Those Darn RulesThose Darn RulesThose Darn RulesThose Darn Rules! 

Our Center not only has Our Center not only has Our Center not only has Our Center not only has 

standards in which we standards in which we standards in which we standards in which we 

provide in regards to the provide in regards to the provide in regards to the provide in regards to the 

health and safety health and safety health and safety health and safety 

requirements for your requirements for your requirements for your requirements for your 

child. The Department of child. The Department of child. The Department of child. The Department of 

Human Services also has Human Services also has Human Services also has Human Services also has 

standards in which the standards in which the standards in which the standards in which the 

Center is mandated to follow. Center is mandated to follow. Center is mandated to follow. Center is mandated to follow. 

Every once and awhile we Every once and awhile we Every once and awhile we Every once and awhile we 

feel we need to rfeel we need to rfeel we need to rfeel we need to review eview eview eview 

some of those rules so you some of those rules so you some of those rules so you some of those rules so you 

understand why we do the understand why we do the understand why we do the understand why we do the 

things we do! We appreciate things we do! We appreciate things we do! We appreciate things we do! We appreciate 

all of our families who all of our families who all of our families who all of our families who 

continue to support and help continue to support and help continue to support and help continue to support and help 

follow those standards. If follow those standards. If follow those standards. If follow those standards. If 

for any reason you do not for any reason you do not for any reason you do not for any reason you do not 

understand what we are understand what we are understand what we are understand what we are 

doing here at the Center, doing here at the Center, doing here at the Center, doing here at the Center, 

please stop by please stop by please stop by please stop by the office the office the office the office 

and we will be happy to visit and we will be happy to visit and we will be happy to visit and we will be happy to visit 

with you! with you! with you! with you!     

 

* New state and national * New state and national * New state and national * New state and national 

criminal record checks are criminal record checks are criminal record checks are criminal record checks are 

now being conducted on all now being conducted on all now being conducted on all now being conducted on all 

of our staff. We have of our staff. We have of our staff. We have of our staff. We have 

always completed the always completed the always completed the always completed the 

required criminal history required criminal history required criminal history required criminal history 

checks but now the State checks but now the State checks but now the State checks but now the State 

Department is conducting Department is conducting Department is conducting Department is conducting 

acroacroacroacross the border (national) ss the border (national) ss the border (national) ss the border (national) 

criminal history criminal history criminal history criminal history checks. With checks. With checks. With checks. With 

this in mind, we have new this in mind, we have new this in mind, we have new this in mind, we have new 

standards to follow standards to follow standards to follow standards to follow 

regarding field trips and regarding field trips and regarding field trips and regarding field trips and 

having any of our parents having any of our parents having any of our parents having any of our parents 

spending additional time spending additional time spending additional time spending additional time 

within the Center with within the Center with within the Center with within the Center with 

children. If any parent orchildren. If any parent orchildren. If any parent orchildren. If any parent or 

 

Just a Reminder that 

Daylight Savings time 

Begins Sunday March 9, 

2014! 

 

March 20, 2014 is the 

first day of spring! With 

the winter we have had, I 

think all of us will look 

forward to the warmer 

weather.  

Groundhog's Day  

 

When: When: When: When: February 2nd each year  

Groundhog Day is celebrated in 

the U.S. each year on February 

2nd. On this day in mid-winter, 

the groundhog awakens from a 

long winter's nap, and goes 

outside of his den to see if he 

sees his shadow. This tradition 

is big on an otherwise cold and 

dreary mid-winter's day.  

According to legend, if the 

groundhog sees his shadow (a 

sunny morning), there will be 

six more weeks of winter. He 

then returns to his den and goes 

back to sleep. If however, he 

does not see his shadow (cloudy 

days); he plays around outside 

of his hole for a while. If he 

does not see his shadow, spring 

is just around the corner.  

 

 



family member spends time family member spends time family member spends time family member spends time 

wwwwith the children in any one ith the children in any one ith the children in any one ith the children in any one 

setting, they will be setting, they will be setting, they will be setting, they will be 

required to go through the required to go through the required to go through the required to go through the 

same process our staff has same process our staff has same process our staff has same process our staff has 

been through. If you desire been through. If you desire been through. If you desire been through. If you desire 

to attend field trips please to attend field trips please to attend field trips please to attend field trips please 

stop by the office and I will stop by the office and I will stop by the office and I will stop by the office and I will 

take you through the take you through the take you through the take you through the 

process. There are fees process. There are fees process. There are fees process. There are fees 

associated with thisassociated with thisassociated with thisassociated with this    and and and and 

unfortunately parents will unfortunately parents will unfortunately parents will unfortunately parents will 

be responsible for those be responsible for those be responsible for those be responsible for those 

payments.  The criminal and payments.  The criminal and payments.  The criminal and payments.  The criminal and 

child abuse record checks child abuse record checks child abuse record checks child abuse record checks 

are completed every two are completed every two are completed every two are completed every two 

years or when there is years or when there is years or when there is years or when there is 

reason to believe a reason to believe a reason to believe a reason to believe a 

transgression has transgression has transgression has transgression has 

occurredoccurredoccurredoccurred    

* Children’s files are * Children’s files are * Children’s files are * Children’s files are 

updated annually, or whenupdated annually, or whenupdated annually, or whenupdated annually, or when    a a a a 

parent notifies the center parent notifies the center parent notifies the center parent notifies the center 

of a change or the center of a change or the center of a change or the center of a change or the center 

becomes aware of the becomes aware of the becomes aware of the becomes aware of the 

change. change. change. change.     

* Physicals are updated * Physicals are updated * Physicals are updated * Physicals are updated 

annually! annually! annually! annually!     

* Immunization Certificates * Immunization Certificates * Immunization Certificates * Immunization Certificates 

are to be updated each and are to be updated each and are to be updated each and are to be updated each and 

every time a child receives every time a child receives every time a child receives every time a child receives 

immunizations. The immunizations. The immunizations. The immunizations. The 

Certificate of Immunization Certificate of Immunization Certificate of Immunization Certificate of Immunization 

forforforform (provided by the m (provided by the m (provided by the m (provided by the 

Department of Public Health) Department of Public Health) Department of Public Health) Department of Public Health) 

can be found on our website can be found on our website can be found on our website can be found on our website 

or you may stop by the or you may stop by the or you may stop by the or you may stop by the 

office to obtain one. All office to obtain one. All office to obtain one. All office to obtain one. All 

certificates are to be certificates are to be certificates are to be certificates are to be 

signed and dated. signed and dated. signed and dated. signed and dated.     

www.nanniesunlimitedchildcare.cowww.nanniesunlimitedchildcare.cowww.nanniesunlimitedchildcare.cowww.nanniesunlimitedchildcare.commmm    

 

The Center will administer The Center will administer The Center will administer The Center will administer 

medication to your child medication to your child medication to your child medication to your child 

however; all medications however; all medications however; all medications however; all medications 

should be stored in their should be stored in their should be stored in their should be stored in their 

original containers, with original containers, with original containers, with original containers, with 

accompanying physician’s accompanying physician’s accompanying physician’s accompanying physician’s 

directions and the label directions and the label directions and the label directions and the label 

intact. Non prescriptionintact. Non prescriptionintact. Non prescriptionintact. Non prescription    

drugs shall be labeled with drugs shall be labeled with drugs shall be labeled with drugs shall be labeled with 

the child’s name. Please use the child’s name. Please use the child’s name. Please use the child’s name. Please use 

one (1) medication sheet for one (1) medication sheet for one (1) medication sheet for one (1) medication sheet for 

each medication that should each medication that should each medication that should each medication that should 

be administered. We cannot be administered. We cannot be administered. We cannot be administered. We cannot 

administer medication that is administer medication that is administer medication that is administer medication that is 

brought to the center in a brought to the center in a brought to the center in a brought to the center in a 

syringe. All written syringe. All written syringe. All written syringe. All written 

medication request forms medication request forms medication request forms medication request forms 

will be updwill be updwill be updwill be updated every 30 ated every 30 ated every 30 ated every 30 

days. days. days. days.     

We try and accommodate We try and accommodate We try and accommodate We try and accommodate 

our parents as much as we our parents as much as we our parents as much as we our parents as much as we 

can. In doing so our staff can. In doing so our staff can. In doing so our staff can. In doing so our staff 

continues to work four, 10 continues to work four, 10 continues to work four, 10 continues to work four, 10 

hour days. This allows the hour days. This allows the hour days. This allows the hour days. This allows the 

staff member the staff member the staff member the staff member the 

opportunity to be available at opportunity to be available at opportunity to be available at opportunity to be available at 

the beginning of the child’s the beginning of the child’s the beginning of the child’s the beginning of the child’s 

day and also at the end. day and also at the end. day and also at the end. day and also at the end. 

Parents should take Parents should take Parents should take Parents should take 

advantage of talking with the advantage of talking with the advantage of talking with the advantage of talking with the 

staff member about their staff member about their staff member about their staff member about their 

child’s day during this time.child’s day during this time.child’s day during this time.child’s day during this time.    

We appreciate our parents We appreciate our parents We appreciate our parents We appreciate our parents 

and all their support and and all their support and and all their support and and all their support and 

cooperation helping our cooperation helping our cooperation helping our cooperation helping our 

Center follow these rules Center follow these rules Center follow these rules Center follow these rules 

and regulations! Thank you and regulations! Thank you and regulations! Thank you and regulations! Thank you 

so much! so much! so much! so much!     

 

  

 

 

 

SICK 

CHILDREN 

WE KNOW THAT IT IS 

HARD WHEN YOUR CHILD 

IS SICK. However, to 

keep the co-mingling 

of “bugs” to a 

minimum we ask that 

you keep your child 

at home until they 

are fever free for 24 

hours.  

If your child is 

going to stay home, 

PLEASE telephone the 

center and let us 

know they will not be 

attending. This helps 

not only with our 

lunch counts and 

staffing but we worry 

about the child and 

why they are not at 

the center.  

We ask that you 

notify the center 

using the telephone 

system and not the 

email system!  

We are not always 

online checking for 

those and at times Do 

Not see those e-mails 

until later in the 

day.  

We appreciate all of 

your help in this 

matter.  

 
Watch for the next newsletter 2014 


